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Introduction

We  tudy here the problem of changing the Regge intercepts to

realistic values-.j  At the four-particle level, we decide to retain

two and reject. two of four properties possessed by the unit-inter-

cept Euler B function model. We retain the properties of no odd

daughters and of summability over inequivalent permutations; we

reject a supplementary condition on the trajectory functions and the

Plahte phase identities. The reasons for choosing these properties

are given, and it is shown that we are led to introduce new complex

singularities into the integrand. The requirement of Regge behaviour

dictates that these singularities be at the fixed points of a six-

element S3 symmetric group.  A general four-meson amplitude is given

and contains a function that is both invariant under the S3 group

and analytic everywhere except for possible poles at the fixed points.

A particularly simple example is selected as a physically-interesting

model for four Aions,and its properties are discussed. A speculative

general connection between the fixed-point singularities and the ekis-

tence of baryons containing precisely three quarks is mentioned.

By re-writing the general four meson amplitude in Koba-Nielsen

variables, we are able to extend all factors including these with

fixed-point singularities to a multiparticle amplitude. The general

N-particle amplitude is given; it contains an integrand which is

invariant under an SN symmetric group.  Remarkably, several earlier

proposals for ghost-free Born. amplitudes correspond to special cases

of this formula. This gives confidence in using the method to propose
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a multipion amplitude which generalises the specific four-pion model

and which can accomodate realistic intercepts. This multipion model

possesses a symmetry, spin-lowering symmetry, which is much larger

than the symmetric group used in its construction and which plays an

important role in- decoupling unwanted ancestor states. As a first

step towards factorization, it is shown that for general N the

amplitude satisfies bootstrap consistency at internal Dion poles.

Finally there is a brief summary and outlook.
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6 a. The Objective: Realistic Intercepts

Se far, we have studiedltwo explicit examples of dual theories

which satisfy the fundamental· requirements of crossing symmetry,

Regge behaviour and absence of imaginary coupling constants (ghosts).
In both cases, however, the model is quite unrealistic because the

trajectory·intercepts are unacceptable physically: for the general-
ized Euler. B function we need a(0)=1 to eliminate ghosts; for the

Neveu-Schwarz theory we need a (0)=1, a (0)=1/2.  On the other hand,
experimentally the leading meson intercepts are ap(0)=af(0)=1/2.

To go in the direction of a realistic dual theory, therefore;
the first objective is to construct a Born amplitudt with the con-

sistency requirements listed above, together with Regge intercepts

and a mass spectrum close to the empirical one.

In order to construct such an ideal Born amplitude, the follow-

ing approaches may be considered:

i)  Operator formalism techniques

ii) Rubber string approach

iii) Symmetric group ideas

In the first method (i), which we have discussed most extensively,
the procedure is to make a realisation of the generalised projective

algebra on some Fock space  = spanned by sets of creation and annihilation
operators.  One then constructs Vertices such that ghost-eliminating

gauges are ensured for the model. This approach led to the dual pion

model already described, and has been further investigated, particularly
by .Gervais and Neveu,2,3 as we shall indicate briefly below.
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As we have seen, the rubber string approach (ii) provides an

attractive physical picture.for the spectrum of free states in the

known models. So far this picture has not led to any new explicit

model, although some understanding of strings in interaction has now
4-8been achieved.

9-11.   .
The symmetric group method liii), which we shall concentrate

on here, starts from an integral representation for a four-particle

amplitude, and then makes an extension to any number of particles.

This is similar to the historical development of the conventional

model.  The underlying principle is to impose very high symmetry

properties on the integrand, similar to those obtaining in the ghost-

free earlier models.

Before proceeding we make the two remarks:

i)   Some attempts [see, for example, Bardakci  ] have been made to
12

introduce spontaneous symmetry breakdown into dual theories, in order

that the massless vector state at a=1 acquire a mass.· So far these

potentially important developments are at a preliminary stage.

ii) We have encountered, in addition to intercepts, another unphysical

parameter in the theories, namely the critical space-time dimensionality,

d. This took the values d =26-and d =10 respectively in the two
C                                  C            C

principal models discussed. Because of its model dependence, the value

of d  is clearly intimately related to the intercept problem.  OurC

present philosophy is, therefore, to regard the intercept question as

the primary one; at the same time, one.hopes that the (secondary) result

d =4 will eventually emerge naturally as the only consistent possibility.
C

when everything else is right.
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6b. Four-Meson Amplitude; Symmetric Group
13                              '

In the simplest dual theory, namely the generalised Euler B function

model, there is an absence of ghosts only if the leading intercept

satisfies,a(0)=1. To proceed towards realistic intercepts, therefore,

we begin by carefully studying the unit-intercept four-particle amplitude

for scalar mesons (with momenta Pl+P2-*C-P3)+C-P41) of the form

-T-  =     1256  +  13£4 + Eks (6.1)

with
-°(s-1

BSE =
f  ,      d.*.         16- 04-'       (- 1 -,0
0             ·                                  (6.2)

where as=a(0)+a's, etc. and s=(pl+P2)2, t=(P2+P3)2, and u=(pl+P3)2.

For the special case a(0)=1 we should recall the following four

properties of the Euler B function, as we discussed much earlier.
.--

i)   The absence of odd daughter trajectories i.e, the Regge trajectories

are spaced by tuo units in angular momentum.  To see this we may look

at the asymptotic behaviour or, more simply, at the residues in
BO

Et    =7-          Rk (oa)11- DZS '(6.3)M=0
with

An («10 =    1- 04+0(422'3--- (0(&+4711                                                                                                                                                                                        (6.4)

and hence, since at=-1-n-au on mass shell,

1,  (49   -         G  if    'RA  (04 3                                                                                         (6.5 1
This implies that only alternate powers of

Cera 95. --
(6.6)

6/6 - ak

1- &4+42).
are present.,                              '
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ii) The summability condition that we may add the three terms

-r = .Es£ +  .82** + 3%s (6.7)
NO                             -065-/

S d= 1=)
-0<E-/ b- X.\

(6.8)-I W

as can be easily seen by making the transformations

x+(1-x)-1+(1-1/x).
iii) The supplementary condition on the trajectory functions

Dis + Ole +  <+   1    =      P  - 0
(6.9)

when we identify a'Pi2 = -a(0)= -1.

iv) The phase relations (Plahte  ) of the form
14

f .6-w 04= -*     L Trds o (6.10)Es6 - e E  - e Dug = 0

and cyclic permutations thereof.

To obtain these identities we close the ·contour in the summed

form for (B  +B  +Bus)' and exploit the analyticity of the integrandSt tu

away from the real axis, taking care of phases due to the branch points

at x=0 and x=1.

These four properties are special to the case a(0)=1; in an

approach to realistic intercepts we decide to keep the first two proper-

ties and reject the third and fourth.

The reason for keeping the summability condition is that, as we

have already seen, the earlier ghost-free meson Born amplitudes possessed

invariance under the N! permutations of the variables {Pi,zi} in the

integrand. In fact for a(0)01 in the Euler B function model we have

seen that the factor

N                                           01(6) - 1

--IT   (aL- 20*7)                                                                   (6.11)
4=1
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is precisely what destroys generalised projective gauge invariance.

As we shall see shortly, this invariance (symmetric group invariance)

is what is the immediate extension of the summability condition (ii)

for case N=4. Once the summability condition is satisfied, the absence

of odd-daughters (i) will follow.  Hence we keep both (i) and (ii).

On the other hand physical trajectories do not, in general,

satisfy,the supplementary condition(iii): fer example, in 1w+ 1 one

has y=a_+a.+a +1 = 3a (0)-4aA(0)+1 = 5/2.  Therefore this must beSTU

relaxed. Concerning the phase identities note that from the linear

combination

  36   -        e Dic  e D 145
+  ilrcit: 1) - #4    0

6T 0(E / 1,lrolk 0 - flrdt /  \+e
C    E 6,* - f Dlls - €, ord)= 0 (6.12)

we deduce that
4* 04 +  *e +  0(2)

t -1 (6.13)

or

Y =        04 + Olt +  °4 + 1 (6.14)U

0       ™O 130     1
(6.15)

We may refer to this as a generalised supplementary condition. Its

deduction implies that we must abandon also the phase identities (iv).

Since the phase relations were previously derived from summability

(which we have decided to keep) plus analyticity, it is clear that

the analytic properties of the integrand have to be altered in an

essential way by the introduction of complex singularities in the

Euler x-plane. In the following, we shall be able to specify rather
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«precisely the nature of these new singularities.

We now modify the integrand by multiplication with an arbitrary

function which we choose to write in the form

P I                                                                            - 015-1026 -i      /

A4 =  \ ax )J C   j -Y-) (x- 4-1,7 Cir e-' )  G„4,4.1'0 (6.16)
WO

The factor (1-x+x2)Y/2 has been separated out so that the analytic

properties of 04 are simplified, as we shall show later.

It turns out that the necessary and sufficient conditions for

property (i) (no odd daughters) and for property (ii) (summability)

coincide. For example, we may consider the asymptotic behaviour

of A4 by converting to a Laplace transform through the change of

variables -W
3-=     1- e (6.17)

1, = -  (4,- 012) (6.18)

' to arrive at -04-1
r- DO r /221

P a0
- 06- -  i

A,    -                 1            aw              w         B               I *™W              1-        :EL         Can+bt      C.:% )           1     ·n.=o0

:    E l,1.f      «1,  41, 64'46, t; 3    1-
e-M) (6.19)

Using

f«»dw     w               e         =     6 a  T' (- 04+r  (6.20)
-04-,- r >W 4- r

we see that odd daughter terms (odd r) are absent provided that 04

is even in W.  This implies that

44.   64,   r(.,  <3    70
=

+Lt  (014, 4,  ,    '4  3           -I_ 1, )
_253 (6.21)
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Combining this with the crossing symmetry requirement that

( *  (41,  46.   Ot.43   02)   =,          41.    04,4,  443     1 -)0 (6.22)

we find that 04 satisfies invariance under a six element S3 symmetric

group.

This is most clearly expressed by introducing a function B (x)
S

whith is invariant under inversion (we will specify an explicit

function in 'the following section)

o rl\s (30 -

1' S  .     7, , (6.23)

Now define the entities

BE (36)
=

fs Cl-,0
(6.24)

&. (,0 =      Fs C -i ) (6.25)

With these definitions, the S3 invariance of 04 may be expressed by
the requirement that

4« (G, 4, 4- S  34   =            54  ( fl  ;    At   S  .  FI'  ) (6.26)

094 3

be invariant under arbitrary permutations of the three argument pairs

<ai,Bi(x)} with i=s,t,u.

It is a straightforward exercise to check that we have also

ensured the summability .condition.

94(-04,- *C)  +    A.4.  (-43,-04) +   44 (-74,-4 -
P,0 -04'-1 - 019 -1/-=  \  dl \04 I i _761 9-*x'D    t  Gls,4, «4•;  4
2.k) (6.27)

by imposing this S3-invariance requirement on.04.  This A4 is there-

fore the most. general fofm consistent with our requirements (i) and

(ii). To proceed further, we impose the requirement of Regge

behaviour on this general amplitude.
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6 c. Regge Behaviour and Analytic Properties

It is necessary to ensure that the four-particle amplitude satisfy

Regge asymptotoc behaviour as Iv I+- Cat fixed at) in any complex direc-
15tion of the v-plane.  By using Watson's lemma,  applied to the rotation

of the contour in the Laplace transform given above, we deduce that $4

must be analytic in the domain Re w >0, or equivalently |1-x I<1.  For

fixed as Regge behaviour, we similarly.require analyticity in Ixl<1.

The combination gives an analyticity domain

SGA = Qi,4< C) U C ij-,4< 0 (6.28)

in th2 x-plane, as indicated in Figure 1.  The function $4 must not

contain singularities  in x within this "opera-glass" shape, 0 (x) .

This required domain of analyticity can be greatly extended by

considering simultaneously the three permutations in the summed form

T- A+G«s,-de) + 4(-4,-et) + 44.(-04.,-dA (6.29)

p                                               -r

-           '       r     i- 04: -,    i        , _04-i / \-i 1
3       g->c    'ic 1

1 1-Xl C I - X+e)      94 64,<la,49  12)- 50 (6.30)

=i' .t. v. (i -10
-0(t- 1 -'t-'   6,-e"'9 6,-iE"'*)"  #+C#,/4441 4

0

1     -04.-i / 1 61* (- 3-- -  i.=Itt, 1  f' dc--1-1  (-1.-1014-1(1- T 8   t-ix- £     \  -»
-r  J6      I ,-A /      . 1-1./

44 (013,4, '(- 3  -it:2)
O/ 04-1 ir/,3 =4- j  d (i- t) (I- t j ( - U- tly'64(1-1- f   7
0 . ..r

- 1:Tr/  \=         r       / 1- "· - t ''j- *4(04, RE, «49 1- ..6
(6.31)
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16
Consideration of all Regge limits involved in the three terms shows

that $4 must be analytic in the extended domain

SCA  V   %  (T    u    6 8( ' - 40 (6.32)

which, remarkably, comprises the whble x-plane, including the.point

at infinity, except for two points x=e (see Fig.1). That is,
ti /3

$60  U    *  C d©   W  W (1- ·0    =         f X  I   x. ewly
(6.33)

Since we have already shown that the integrand must contain

complex singularities, we now deduce that they are required to be

fi*/3precisely at the two conjugate points x=e

By considerations of the S3 group alone we can already see that

these two points play a special role, as follows. In general,

starting from any point x and making the S3 transformations

1X- *     ' -1  -4    -j   7     ' -  1   -9. -L -4  -
X 1-7- DC-\ (6.34)

we arrive in general at six-different points (a six-point orbit).

For special cases, only three points are involved, namely

1&=     6)   11    00
(6.35)

k = -1  1 2
) 2,                                      (6.36)

Finally for only one case·there is a two-point orbit, namely

54.r)3
DI = €- (6.37)

Thus these special values correspond to the most degenerate orbit

of the S3 group.

6d. Explicit Construction

We have deduced that $4 must satisfy the two fundamental properties
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0       0       0
S ; t;u

i)   04  Bs(x)  Bt(x)  Bu(x)  is S3 invariant under permutation of

the 3 arguments {ai,Bi<x)}; i=s,t,u.
ii)  04 must be analytic in the entire x-plane, except possibly for

+ i /3poles at x=e

The analyticity. properties suggest that we introduce the

definition

 001 =   xCT. e'M')-' 0,- .9.-'.79,)-, (6.38)

=       X. A-·*+02 4        =          p    r--12\rs     \.   -j
(6.39)

with simple poles at the points x=e It follows thatti /3

1-X

AGO
=

Cl- X.,4.19 (6.40)

f.('D
- -Dc//-)2)

(6.41)it - 1-+.-*-3
The analyticity requirement (ii) on 04 may now be re-expressed

by stating that 04 is analytic in the Bi(x) ; it must also be analytic

in the a.. or equivalent in s,t,u from the usual analyticity require-1'

ments of A4(-as,-at) as a scattering amplitude.

In order to distinguish between an infinite number of possibilities,

we must adopt some simplicity criterion, and wa shall assume that the.

+i /3                 *poles in 04 at x=e are of low order . Up to double poles we may

write, with full generality,
4

.   i G)
44               3-    4,  9.

(6.42)
*
This simplicity criterion is an important assumption and it is expected

that it may eventually be replaced by, or be shown to be equivalent to,

the criterion of minimum degeneracy in the factorisation of the corres-

ponding 'N-point amplitude.
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with

4/0= 1 (6.43)

42    -      '(, F, ,-    ,(, F, +   *%f. (6.44)

44 - MS e, r. +     * f· A-  +   4* F'li  (6.45)
Cl) _  J n n

421)   -     '4 .4  fse« +     c .4.  F. F. --    04.«, f-f, (6.46)

+P   =     42  Fs  +      cuff, +    4% F»
(6.47)

If we are considering, in particular, pion-pion elastic scattering

we must impose X0=0 to avoid a tachyon on the positive intercept rho

trajectory.

A more general formula for 04 (see Balachandran and Rupertsberger,

Reference 17) is the following

94 =      8,  +   It(ads- 04-44(11,- 1,-F) + Cd,-,1.) Cf.-Fi] re-

-1-    '[   Li   (2,4*- ,©-,4(1&-F,-PA+   (k:-65(1,-f·j.] 51

+   [4  (1,4-,4- '2)  (1 f -F-M) +  (4.-,0 (F-ff)]54

+   I  -Ji ( 1, - st:- 4 (flf,- R- 1 0 +  (i:-'14)(F-14195

+  64 - 4) (04- 44\Col„- 4) C f,-f,)(f«-14( -A) St,

(6.48)

where the six functions Si are power series in the three symmetric

quantities

2                0/1 46+    0&04 +   ol'. ols (6.49)

0(    olac &44                       (6.50)
-

7, -   B, p. 1. (6.51)
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The variable Z (which was discussed already in a paper by Dixon18

in 1904) is fully invariant under the S3 group.

To deriv*7this general expression for 04 we note that the S3 invari-

ance implies that we may write 04 as a superposition of functions of

the form 0 where                             (41
*  Cots, u., 04; ')    ='      ..F (06, 4, 4.)   108100  +    tt     64, 414) 9%*'(4

-1-    :29    licoc.4/'., .'0   3/'-
14:16'1 (6.52)

f, r=.f
Here W is fully symmetric in as,at'au and X is invariant under(S)                                           (S)

-1 -1  -1             -1               (A)       (A)x+(1-x)  +(x-1)x  +x +(1-x)+x(x-1) Similarly 0 and X carry

(M)the antisymmetric representation of S3' while *CM), X are the basis
P

for the two-dimensional representation with metric g.

The method of constructing the 9 is already known from work(i)

on two-variable expansions of scattering amplitudes. Hence *(s  and
*(Al are of the form

Y<'1  Col„46, %0   =         7      .  6;t    2 P  st'1'
Fl>O (6.53)

*(416   4   -,1   -    64_4) (4-41 64.-4)  5'4;) 2,%1'1                    luS,    *t 1   4 4,

P *>0 (6.54)
0

while the two-dimensional representations are carried by functions

either of the form

(49  (41   4.  N.)             lk. (=1   4 ,  £1,, d·f)=         2,4 -4        4       84       ,  \3-      <St'ehI
(6.55)-       4,-F-    44       -2 -

B 0,0

or of the form

(f  (4, 44,4*)   ,   11·f"1   (44 4, 11)  =    (i 42-'e- <, <-<3 1  (* 21' €'1'f,625 (6.56)
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From these formulae the metric is checked to be

   -  L e  i  .                         (6.57)
F '11  0

To find XCS), we can first show that X(s) (x) -xCS) CO) must have
zeros of order at least two at x=0,1,oo by considering

.    81                       01 141(KA i (S\ .16  69 -  16 (6) = w  L E-1 )-  76 lo)
(6.58)

-          I (')  ( TbiL   -      Ag lo) (6.59)
JA  r \

--       XC© /1 1       76 ' Co)
(6.60)

C K)-

and the first and second derivatives thereof.

By considering, in addition,

IYB) 0')-   Xc.1 -'  -      Exc"c 22')- id"G,lr' (6.61)

and its derivatives, we find that IX(s)(x)-x(s) Co)] has poles of order
at least three at x=e Hence we may write

+ilT/3

1rcs) r I
i       llc) = 96(5) (03   +     2  Xt) GO (6.62)

where

it= F,601 '01 B. 0') = -    720-,01
<1 - X+ ),53 (6.63)

By repeating the process we deduce that X (x) is a polynomial
(S)

.(51 -

.5. c'*, (6.64)X   (.0
p=0

in the variable Z.

A
Concerning X (x), antisymmetry dictates that it change sign under

X+1/X, X+(1-X), X+X(X-1) and therefore it must have zeros at x=-1,
-1

A   -10, 1/2, 1, 2 and oo. By considering X (x)  we may show that XA(x),
like XCS)(x), has poles of order at least three at x=e-i /3.

,
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Therefore
-(51       1

Y = 1  0+3 .CX- 4)(c- D  (z- A   pc        (x)
I L. (6.65)

-8,- -

=               CS-  FA   (f'-F)(B.-   A)     9C          (7'
) (6.66)

where X lxJ 'is fully symmetric, and hence a polynomial in Z.(S) r ,

At this stage, we may proceed further. deductively but by now

it is an obvious guess that the correct mixed-symmetry X lxJ are
(ti) I  I

either of the form (by analogy with W (M))

O \       A (s)    ,
(les -    fjk-    F.  )       fE-  2. )         x (10 (6.67)

or of the form

(91:- Bitt-  15»  ,    ft -  IJA,
O z          D z      n .,A        1 cs) (10 (6.68)

-(s) 2(s)where X ,X are polynomials in Z.  Indeed, it is possible to show

(M)that this exhausts all possible forms for X

Combining the results.for *(s),9(A),9(M) with those for xEs),x(A),x(M)   1

then demonstrates that the formula for 04' given earlier, is the most

general representation consistent with the S3 invariance and the given

analytic properties.

6 e. Four-Pion Amplitude

To select between the above candidates for the four-pion amplitude,

we must bear in mind that the ultimate goal is an N-pion amplitude which

factorises on a ghost-free spectrum.  A necessary condition is therefore

that the four-pion amplitude should have on-shell residues such that

the partial-wave projections give rise to a positive-definite imaginary

part.

This question has been examined. in Ref. 10. The result is that any

linear combination

\ 11»7 1        .1 (3)
4   =           A l 4'4        +        1 3 9'4 (6.69)
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of the double-pole models contains negative-squared coupling constants

and is thereby eliminated.  Similarly the model corresponding to 0 4)

has ghosts for physical intercepts. This leaves only the (simplest)

modal ,i').
(1)For this model, corresponding to 04  ' the amplitude is

pi                         X- 026-\ C r KS -\ / -2.

A f=     3    8*. I C  1 - -)  (1-*Ae)   (el,fs; 9(&4+ Nufb    (6.701D

Setting a (0)-a (0)=1/2 exactly, this amplitude becomes

P 1                     1- WIR
-  46 -\    r              -Ols- 1           (- j  -   XA- x3 )       1A4 -   30 dz X (1-70

( bls li.+  4(1-x) - olzXCI-·>c                     (6.71)
For a wide range of values of a (0) (at least 1/3<ap(0)51) it can

be shown numerically that the partial waves are all positive for the

lowest-lying mass levels.

We should note that in the unphysical limit a (0)+1, the amplitude
becomes

3    P(   1-  ois)    P  (i- 0(t)
A# - .-

(6.72)
-

430) -1 1 r  (1- 4-  Ct )
which is precisely the four-pion amplitude of the Neveu-Schwarz model,

known to be ghost-free.
19

For other values of a (0), we can give an analytic proof   of the
20Gribov-Pomeranchuk identities , namely

r                         Im       A  F   (s,0 I ,O · r AQ AYF (6.73)IS=O

This condition follows from unitarity, and is a necessary condition

for the absence of ghost states.
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To prove these inequalities for 1/2<ap(0)51 we re-write

P  l                            - 016 -'     r           1-5 r -7 1-224(0)
1- 1+G)

A4 -- j ar ic C /-,C) 1   -1.:1- LI

00
La-,oc,-»s

C,-x)

I  45    -32           +       4                «-,El                                                              t, .7 4,

By examining in turn the factors, we deduce that
-S

Cl--© (6.75)

has a positive-definite power series (1-x) for all s. Similarly

1- 12025(01
9-30 (6.76)

is positive definite for a (0)31/2.  We can re-write

02   _29         de-   ©L9    1-x
»

=  (04(61 + 6') + (40&6) 4- 2,+t- f) + ( 6)49) . 1 14n - 2 (6.77)

which is positive for 'all s, provided ap(0),1/2. Finally we note that

pf  1»1 -
L -x)(I-lei i

-   f)/" FC 4- ut#, i e.(i+X')-  1.(A),1- 1,[t-*913Ar Z \ 2- /
(6.78)

=  2%1   L     Li (.1 -  'ft:D l-  f    GX,).   t   X.  t   »), ]h=i           h
(6.79)

which is positive-definite for a (0)51.  This completes the prove of

the inequalities for 1/2<a (0)31 since we have shown. that

nI

A*    =         j          4%        5(46 -1       5-        R»  Gis) xYL (6.BO)

0             n=I
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and

f   *.613 I >O
 Sr (6.81)

IS=o

as required.

To extend this proof to 1/3<ap(0)< 1/2 we write A4 in the alter-

native form

C ' 1,6,"do) 1-304Gl

Al' = 1  72 Dc (.1- 70
-04:- i -S (1+,j\1- (-1-14    -

\ 1 - x1/

Ed, 22-   + 4 - Ax] (6.82)

Here the three factors
-S

0-)0 (6.83)

0- 'C)     2
1- 34SG 

(6.84)

(04_]E-      4-      de  - 44)2  (6.85)C '-1(-
have positive powers series in x for all.s, provided a (0),1/3.

Consider the function

F (10 = C 111#h», =r 7£ CH xyl
AO

C )-DC / h=0 (6.86)

Then

1 + 163) C l- %2)     F' (,4   =         C!-  wit,)  )    F [*)      xci-,C)\ 2 (6.87)

(6.88)

1-a (0)
Hence (putting A= 5 )

6 + 1 ') ent, AncM  t    2(Al-1-14 CM.1  +  fyI- a-A) Cn-1     (6.89)

and from this we deduce that

(n+4) Cn+4= 2A C +  2A C +  3A C + (n-2-A)Cn-2 withn+2      n      n-1
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asymptotically (n+oo) positive coefficients and that.the first few

Taylor coefficients are

Co - 1 (6.90)

C\= 0
(6.91)

Cl- R
(6.92)

C3 - A (6.93)

Ct =    ·  A (A+ 9 (6.94)      -

¢5=.H (6.95)
- 1

CG= t A (A + GA-I) (6.96)

From this we deduce that

(6 7 0 (6.97)

requires A. 2. ,/10 - 3, or

04  (03     6     +2-   tlwTE'    €6 0.6 9 5 ·(6.98)

If this. is satisfied, then it follows that C .> 0 for all n by using
n. -

the recursion formula given above. Thus we have positivity for

(7-2/1-0-) 2 ap(0) 2 1/3.

Collecting these results, we have demonstrated that A4 satisfies

the Gribov-Pomeranchuk inequalities for at least the range 1/3<ab(0)<1

and ap(O)-a (O)=1/2.

Next we consider the Adler consistency condition which states that

for the four. pion amplitude

'IL-'-  [Tcs,6,.03 -  0
tr-* 0 (6.99)

We may re-write A4 as

a.                                                      -        3.Ef.!.L*)ro-'9       +   (,41 -0   8(1-,4, 1-4101- 14 Gi -d   6
r (1-'ls- ele)

Dor n r ds B Q+ 1- ols   R+ 1.-49

.-'

1- 1        6- )    4 4, 1  (Rt,- 44  €+ 1-  )R*o     I P+1 - du B    (&1·2-  ots,    R.1-1- ft)1  (6 .1 0 0)
hz,
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The leading trajectory contribution is now entirely contained in
0

the first term of the right hand side, and this leading term vanishes

at the Adler point s=t=u=w2 provided that

92    C V>) -        023(0)-   Di- Co) = '11 (6.101)3/
Thus at the Adler point, the only contributions are then from the

daughter levels which are more distant singularities. This particular

intercept constraint is well satisfied physically, and, as we shall

see later, it leads also to a simplification of the N-pion generali-

sation of this N=4 amplitude.

Finally, we may briefly mention some phenomenological implications

of the amplitude. For the elastic decay widths, into two pions, of

the parent resonances the predictions coincide with those of the

22
Lovelace-Shapiro formula , which contains only the leading term.

At the daughter levels, however, the. predictions are quite different

(see Fig.2). The s-wave (E) daughter of the' p is absent; this is

consistent with recent phenomenological analysis by, for example,
23

Protopopescu et al. The p-wave (p') daughter of the f is absent,

in agreement with experiment, but there is an s-wave (E') at this mass
24with r 0 260 MeV in agreement with 11 phase shift analysis The

7rrf

p-wave (p") daughter of the g has r % 140 MeV, consistent with
 T T

25
experiment .  (Fig.2a)

By contrast, the Lovelace-Shapiro formula predicts a very broad

€ resonance, a strongly coupled p' and a slightly ghost-like E' resonance

(Fig.2b). We conclude, therefore, that the present model is phenomeno-

logically preferable, at the daughter levels, to the Lovelace-Shapiro

model.

[Note: In Fig.2, the widths are normalised to rp*+2 =112 MeV, and
the trajectories are a9(s)=,0.48+0.gs, aTr(s)=-0.02+ 0.9s]
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6f.· Possible Connection to Three-Quark Baryons
26

It is possible to speculate that the Euler x-plane fixed-point

singularities at x=e may be deeply connected with the three-quark
ti /3

structure of baryons.
28We have earlier considered a picture in which quarks are dis-

tributed on a circular rubber string. Consider a baryon-meson elastic

scattering process in which two different quarks (separated by angle 0)

are active, as in Fig.3a. Let e satisfy 0<0<  on the string which is

of total period 2 , and suppose there is in addition some arbitrary

number of spectator quarks.

The amplitude is given by

CS'4                                            f'    ANF   7- 40* '  .  O,
A 4 (- 41 - *0 =

.<c a(*9
·    <O  1 I   «r (,13' (,1.     Z.    -F=i    c."M G.)    'SR1    h-1    N h

«r (,19 & r.    i   %)    1 4h-' V

+   ( 1 44 1.0 (6.102)

n/

- J, aby ..S-,4-'  -"r [A.h 2 .'1 / i.6  -i,   Y     Le              +  C-h=i

+  (/1 +, A)
(6.103)

i' d., f 4-' (ii- 4 -8 + 41'-1  „,0
(6.104)
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To combine the two terms in A. (-a   -r' 1  one puts4   U' -S'
, - Vl

'k= 3 (f- 568 +I) (6.105)

P<          UL                                                                        (6.106)

whereupon -1

A(EMA 725(492- 8 -04-1   -04.-1-1 oll 82- 14  \/#4       (- =h-   9    - jo
V- ll(,8

P '                                                        - 64 -1 - 04*- 1
+1 _ly   v   UV J- l,l-vie (6.107)

29,--6/1-

7/   rl -0 4-1           - 64 -'        r   r

=  1 184 1 Jv    14       V         ble+V=_- fuva,e-   (6.108)VO J6
No* put

'/1
'lk   =           x.   I    xz +      c 1- 4 .-

2,c (-i-*) c,nel (6.109)

to obtain

(p                                                                             '                                                                                       
                                                                                                                94 + d..+2+

-04-1 <- ,-  °44-1          r                                                                                         111,      (-44-«D   =     j     ax x ti-ls) L  1 -     4% 6-4 &»k-1z J (6.110)

This is remarkably similar to the forms we have considered for meson-

(BM)meson scattering.  In particular, the integrand of
A4 has branch

points situated symmetrically about the real axis at
' 2-                                                                                ·

1     +      1  CAL·   1 1 (6.111)  0   =            2.        -           1

Consider now what happens as we change continuously the angular separ-

ation, 8, of the active quarks.  For 0= , the branch points are absent

(i.e. are at infinity) ; for. decreasing e the branch points move to the

finite x-plane and eventually reach the special points x=e when+i 7T/3

0=21/3.  (Fig.3b)
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Now assume that our earlier result, that the 6nly siftgularities are at

x= 0,    1,   oo   and e ,extends to this baryonic case. It follows that+i Tr/3

the angular separation must be 0=21/3 and hence that, within such dual

schemes, the number of quarks  in the (symmetric:  baryon should be  a

precise multiple of three.

To summarise, we may conjecture that the singularities at x=e
t. i  T/3

that we have introduced to change the intercept of the meson amplitude,

could have a much deeper significance: it may ultimately be shown

that such singularities play a central role in a consistent bootstrap

solution for mesons and baryons together.

6 g. Multiparticle Extension.

We have written the four-meson amplitude in the general form

l

-46 -1 - 06-1 "43
A.(-«5,-4) = id1 X (1_,O      (7£- c    )   (x- · "1'7 +4 (6.112)

where 04 (as,at'au;x) is invariant under an S3 group acting on the

objects {ai,Bi(X)}, i=S,t,U.

We would now like to extend this formula to any (even) number of

external pions. In particular, we wish to maintain the symmetric

group properties of the integrand in the multiparticle extension; as

we shall see, this greatly resolves the ambiguity inherent in the

generalisation from the four-particle. amplitude.
29.30

For A4' we introduce the variables
' Z. (i=1,2,3,4) lying on1

a circle in the complex z-plane, and make the identification

ic =   CE/2, 2-1 i 23, 24) -

(1-K) (6.113)
(171

1-X- (21) 2:4 3    21, €b (11) (6.114)
(133
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where the notation for an anharmonic ratio is

(a. 4 (b- al(a, 6   c d)     p1 / (6.115)--I

(a- 01 (b- 4
and we have introduced the convenient shorthand, to make the later

development more manageable
Cal) z  (2,-211 (23-24) (6.116)

C.131  =       Ce,- 23)   (cd'- 41 (6.117)

C 11')       =            ( 01 -  23)      (32 - 464) (6.118)

First we note that the Euler B function may be written (for

aPCO)0a (O) in the form                   '
1-1

8(- 4,- 04)
.=

I    f   1.,   '-        82. &444.- -
1 51 Loa- 21,4-24) C#.-4\ ,

6',c,1 z('Ft.)-'44TE(*,-lif" '  /t #,- %4$ 7 r_111 6,--*D
i < d                                                      £,1                                                         L   i<j

(6.119)      1

where za' zb' zc are fixed values for three out of the four zi (arbi-

trarily chosen) and the integration domain·is the boundary of the circle

with the restriction that the cyclic ordering of the points zl'z2'z3'z4

is preserved.

It is useful to note the identity

-41 T =    - WE (096)..0  + 2 f,461- 46,7 (6.120)
This identity motivates us to establish two fundamental identities

which enable us to extend the factor (1-x+x2)y/2 containing the branch

point singularities at x=e
tiw/3
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First we note that

t(q. 0. 1-»                       C 1 27 (233= (6.121)
L - -EE 6+ I /

L= I

and then consider the symmetric expression
+

7       TU< *,; -   9,6.3- z
fi,q;qi'l•;1 '=' (6.122)

where the sum is over the 4! permutations of { 192 3 4}={1,2,3,4}.
This is equal to

4

7-          Tr  (& . -  z .  )4                           2                       '        .        +      -i·1-   +           .1,        JI/ 5  76  1  +4 1
- Cle(1* (12') (13)6   (23) (-,3 _ (6.123)

fill.9,4,1 Z=.1

4
.-1 /-

= 11» 1  626- 2(. )   (·1- 'c,"ii) (1-e-''"1     (6.124)
1=1

In other words, there is the identity

-2-
C ish\(

-,14    _       1_   7T   5 0     2.  \L    95-            ft  (21   - 2 1     ICl- C /\53- £ -     Il    I i l- L+1/ L- Ct,)  .

fi,9 3 4,7 i=1
(6.125)

the second identity cohcerns the expression
/   ' 4 -1

TE   (:2£- *A               -         -
-I) 9

(.ili)
(6.126)

L< i                                                                                               
                            01)(23)

The corresponding symmetric form is

C i.) e  1- _Qil  ,        (211                   0*,  1
k-4

6-  c-OF TF (et.-*i,)- -8         +
i 119·91 9.3 - *<32 l(,1) (:i)              0,1,(,3)              («13)  j

(6.127)

which leads to the identity 0-1

.   0'-girrl,) G-  -i.h)   =      i  TE (2(- 2.i
(.Ill        '

3IA<.
3

7 -           (- f      ]T     (9            2     \
G Ah-f

9*- 92)
f 94;9<943 'k<.2 (6.128)
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In these expressions, P is the parity of the permutation.

Collecting these results together leads to

60- 2.1,DI   (» f- '.11 3'/2     =
-                                                                       C-<-j  i   -  2  ('96)-   et„ (4

=   4-1  3 (2,-*,ri-«rio'    JIT (g'-*A
- -1,<..

-I

4     3 1.-(4

r/
Tr   Qui,-  461&13-'   1      1L h,91,1,q.:} 1:=I 4-1     1 (fu-,46)

I          7-        C-  ty       ..Tr. (*i.-  2,5-'j 1
(6.129)

L fi,q,9,44-1 "'**1
We may insert such an expression directly into A4.  We see that all

asymmetric factors are thereby cancelled, and replaced by symmetric ones.

The remaining question is to deal with 04.  It·is.not·difficult

to see that the S3 invariance of

0/3        04      06, )
(64   C  pic')  5    F&(%,   i   Fat" / (6.130)

becomes, when re-written in terms of Koba-Nielsen variables, the S4
invariance of

  (  1 N b  2, 3  liz 5  23 ; 24 / (6.131)

under the 4! permutations of the argument pairs {Pi,zi}, i=1,2,3,4.

Collecting results, we arrive at an expression for A4 in a form

immediately extendable to AN' N>4.  The result is

a = 1      lI   4£'     Cav')'       TU   (2' - *A
 N (2 

8 N 1 - Weio)
- 1 '. /5 /eg) \ QI

1 'N
4 i=t 1<.

J

 4 s   f  r       r..    - - -       pA

2(,4(4- Di'LGi)

-1-N\2:i,4/ rk'A 1 (6.132)
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where the whole integrand, including the final factor *N' is invariant

under an SN symmetric group acting on the N argument pairs {Pi,zi ,i=

1,2,3,...,N. We have introduced the notations

ss'c,j .   S   f (*. -            *+ i   /

.-1

29 ,
B,9*···14 *=, (6.133)

G l)

k-2

t (4  --     1   c-B'  Tr  (,i*- 2,# (6.134)
F9191--  NT

K<t

The crucial point is that there is little freedom in making

the multiparticle extension, when we insist on the symmetric group

invariance. This is a very strong result.

6h. Classification of Earlier Models

The advantages of the symmetric group become clear, when we

realise that the two classical dual models, together with new ones

proposed by Gervais and Neveu2' rom an operator formalism approach,

can be readily accomodated by the general formula.

This fact will then give more confidence in using the method to

propose a multipion amplitude for realistic intercepts.

Let us deal with the earlier models in turn:

i)   The conventional (generalised Euler B function) model corresponds

to putting a (0)=a1(0)=1 and ¢N=1 in our general formula.  This. pro-

posal was important historically as the .first closed-form Born ampli-

tude. Indeed the mechanism for producing the resonance poles is

unaltered, in general, by the new singularities of the present integrand.

ii)  The Neveu-Schwarz dual pion model, which has a (0)=1 and a (0)= 
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may be written
- 1,6 -pi

AW = C -It dic Q,0 ,   // Ce,-*,3
J         i-,                                                             i·: S

<-   1   9                (1'9,.
9,21 (Fil. 1,A (1,/A-. /aa'j)3 -

(*9,- 2'12) (291 - 4294) (Al..,-99.3     (6.135)'ig#;-14

and therefore corresponds to the specific choice

P      C bq'.  u'lib                 C  'P91  . *94) »·-, .1,·)CpN
=

 t))-' 1 GO i2_L 3.- ---

(*11- *12) (0-444 (;4.-,- *0 (6.136)
f *qA -9,3

An alternative form for AN is (treating all z-differences as inde-

pendent)
N

· =    f  -IT da,  Cavo-'L=-1

7     (-1)'-  A              - - -     -
1

T-     TFG,- ,5
1 k.b-

£91<1· - 94 3(*644 Afal--*14  L £<S
- (6.137)

and corresponds  to a generalised logarithmic derivative choice for·(bN
C-(A    X-'       /  Tr c - ale. pi

 N =  N (0    1  1 L LI,-/1,)      -1\ 1'< j

6-  G,f  -3»    - -0        J                -     I[(..j "c'Efl
2(94-141) , 64.-,--24 - e< (6.138)fill...4.1                                    J

We have seen earlier how the second-Fock-space t ireformulation
of the Neveu-Schwarz 'model corresponds to re-writing AN in the forms

A,.=       j    ft  de):   Ov,)-'        -  (26- 919 2,913    (-(-li-%.s
1,= C 1<.

3

-'-

1  GO    ---I--  - - - -
p .1 1

Tr  (*,  - 4 21' ·h
friq,--g@                                             76.139)

3.41 -  2'10 2 ch..,- •2)    -   i i
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or, equivalently,

r      4/      a          r, v r' e" -  ap Q. PS

   N   =                -  1       aPL   \9 .3 J f  \    (Ed.      al)C-  Ji
V 1=1 i.< -j

1
-1 Cpqi. pqo (PiN:1 · 6,-0-  h  G«if - -- -               -'

(4- 20 L.. ( ,- 293                                  02-1.-1 - 44.-0 (6.140)
84,41.- 01.-3

These correspond to \-.0       i

4 -  (82')-' (-Tr('c-,FS"26)     7,&33,5·,
f (.,-44*-k (6.141)31'      G op  -1-=-  -0-         J   -

b(gl,- 99, 1 1 /29*3 - 49N-A    L R.3                -1
and

iq,-ILl....3

t,   =    lift  )   G,-4)     /      C- 0      -    -0. -
f   <1 \-1       1   -   P       Ii,- 1'1. P.1.-3 .  It...

(34,- ;40 (11.1- ai=A (6.142)il,-9.-4
respectively.

Here the primed summations are over all permutations of { 1..qN-2 =

1,2,3,..,N (excluding a,b-which are chosen arbitrarily).

At the level N=4, the two forms are easily identifiable to be

(original formulation)

¢- 4,    p,  +       91     Ft   +    0 :   F. (6.143)
l A

and  (  reformulation)

44    -     '4 Fs +   et, 6, + d. f.
61                                                       (6.144)

respdctively.

Thus, from the symmetric group standpoint, we can understand

both the Neveu-Schwarz model and its '3ireformulation in an illuminating

way.

iii) Gervais and Neveu2 have obtained an operational factorisation of

the amplitude
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N                                                                                                    - 2Fc· P.j 1-:JO
AN =    f    .-Ii- d#:  1©-       1-ir

(*.-23 ( "Cal\- L J/ (6.145)
1 -1                                                         6< S

whith corresponds to a (0)=a (0) and tN=1 in our general formula.

For N=4 this reduces·te

n I                                                                             - 04 - i                                               *4

Af -    j  dx   x    ' (i-30 (1-x+ r)-04-
0                                                   (6.146)

as expected, and as was proposed by Mandelstam some time ago.
13

Actually the factorisation was obtained for a(0)=-1, where there

was a generalised projective gauge algebra.  Unfortunately, for this
31

low intercept the model contained ghosts  .

Full factorisation for a (0) in the range near. a (0)=1/2 has not

yet been exhibited, although the importance of doing so for this

amplitude will become. evident in.the later development.

iv) In a subsequent work, Gervais and Neveu  have investigated the3

possibility of constructing dual vertices, from the oscillators

a(n),a n)t of the conventional model, that will lead to ghost-free

amplitudes for general a(0)<1. They do this-by multiplying the con-

ventional vertex by a function of the gauge operators.Ln.

The solution is found, only for special cases, in closed form.

In particular a model with leading intercept a(0)=0 and critical
K

dimension d =25 was constructed. For this model the four-particleC

amplitude is
t

-04-I -1( 1 -8 6 )

A    =       f  6,     le- #-' (1-'0 (' -»,84
6

[   2  ,Fi (t, -2 4  -1,- 3)   -   *E (1  -1  .   1        \-16,    6  i  -I ; b)  i
J (6.147)
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with

11   =        £9          x.0-'02-
6 4 0 -ic.*r )3                               (6.148)

This is a special case of our general formula for A4' corresponding

to a particular non-polynomial choice· for the function Sl.

6 i. Multipion Amplitude

We have selected as a new four-pion amplitude the formula

At    _04-1 r :--06- I   r                   826

44 -*   JO dx
X

l.1-x)              '1-9,+76      (<f, + el'f*+ e .f'     (6.149)

If we put a (0)-a (0)=1/2, as suggested by soft-pion consistency at

leading order, this amplitude becomes
' -  °4(A

A.=   ax x- l 1 - ·>c) (,  t- X.+ x   i

4-1          ,                    6-04 -1 / 11 1

EO4 k +  4 Ct-x) - gt..xct-*f] (6.150)

Now we may re-write

91                -Dig -1 /-  /1- (4 .  4   k X-144      7           1

4  =      1 0   4      x               l l_
w (  1 - B+,0. )         (04 f.,+  04f,+ AY.,1 (6.151)

where (putting« a=l-a (0), a (0) -a (0)=1/2)
A
025= ols + R          F,  1.'     .

Aa  •   04 +    , f. ,B
(6.152)

ZA                                            (6.153)
A
4 k     =          °6·   + tidL , (6..154)

Qft
since we have added to the original amplitude a quantity which

vanishes identically, namely

*  C f  f, +    A  f. *    f· F,)   - 0 (6.155)
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More generally it is useful to define, for an N-point function,
A
el.. -    0/-- + a Sol F.ji
Al        <1         - (11 (6.156)

SN
in which S l){ij} contains only those terms of the sum over permutations.

{qlq2.·qN} = 1,2,3,..,N in which i,j are adjacent.  These quantities

a.. posses many intercept-independent properties, and are easily checkedlJ

to coincide with the definitions of & .a.,aK given above for N=4.  We alsoS   -C

may check, for example, that
4          4

i   -    4 + 4 + *+ 1 (6.157)
j=

(6.158)

for any value of a.

We may also write                      ¥71.
A,-   1 i'

-clb-1 r ,- ts- 1         /.

a.,L >C- l 1- -L) C 1-7.#Ag

Al Ai n A'ln 34/)A /)7
[ 04   f  +     ele   Ft- +     VA.  1'  -   -E  1'*1'*1'--1 (6.159)

Notice that in the unphysical limit·y+0, a+0. &..+a.. this formula
,

1J 1J

becomes that corresponding to $ 4) given earlier. The· reason for re-
writing the a00 case in. this way is ·that it makes it considerably easier
to write the multiparticle amplitude, to which we now turn.

In keeping with  the -general method of extension we write  the.

multiparticle amplitude as .(a (0)-alr(0)=1/2)

  ,   =              f   de,   Q-V )1'
4    1 i

A

2   G,),  ,-2-Xi-   - -
ir,9,-. 94

1 /9.-,- 941)

- 2'6· Pi 41
.     r  Tr (e, - @A (60,(4' 1

(6.160)

L c<.
J
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Here the integrand is SN-invariant as required.

We«should first note that for a+0 this becomes the Neveu-Schwarz

dual pion model, for which a no-ghost theorem is well established.

Let us check that for N=4, this coincides with our earlier A4

formula. We  find
4 .01(1*

F  li- da. (dv,)-'  11- --2 .i Q'G..ps  (*i))         ,
-A4= 6 - 6   3,

J  1=1               1<J

(- i).              eq.,2,.,4 (6.161) -
2 9,q,A] 443 l.*4,- -2qJ („441- ,-24·A

where 0 is given by
q1q2q3q4

0.              =          (-  A kil©  (- 2 h'. h.411RL,4394
af.,

+     C-   Q, h,· h.  ) C54 1 - %)1 -\ r-C,)\-4.     A           0
'     7 (91,-094)

/ 10\\Qtz
+       (-   ah,-F,1.0   (g))-f     -    3   -   l.4,)

Act'-%99

-1.   (S:))-'t' 3            ( 2)).1. (6.162)
3 (99(29A     j 6%,-444

Now

-i

CS 0,3     1 1, (rs 0,)atl
a   sul iti,·1

UN/ - CN              -

bet,-290                                                                                                                S N
al                              (6.163)

and

/00, ,- 1 -
J -2 r 01\ 1

4
CJN tRN J

J (4.- *9,0         b hr#)

\ ralk -,  r,( 10, A 7

2,1  S i 31!111B       +       ace,- 10  JN  79,9.1  JN  C.'3 23--
179) re o)\1- (6.164)
00                     \7,4 ,
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0 (1) r
where  N  19192,qjq4} contains only those terms with (qi,q2) and

  3'  4) asadj acent pairs.
We can now write

A    Ra r=      9(09. oli,q.  +  --6,- l    2[941,9,q·:i -
8'1,9*, 914*                                                            54

-9
(1')  C_  S" i91111 5:4 iq,1:3

ST - (6.165)

Bearing in mind that (in our earlier shorthand)

EX,=   f r   -6    +     1      +  1- 7
1.. Cl·r *(13)L · 62)=Ctir (23)*61,2 J (6.166)

'8-= --

1.- 1 +  X1 + C,-43023*(rf)9 1-
(6.167)

we find that A4' as derived from the general AN' corresponds to a

choice.

(11   .          4,1 (, +    a,· f, +    22  f.    +   2"    [   r-    ., S     f#1-1+

4. (I-   ft)  9-   +     C »    ft)  Ml2.1 (6.168)

A,in Ai n

=    04  r  +     91*   r. +   23 f» -    11   B 8,1 » (6.169)1 11

where we.used

f,1,+ F, F· + f.ls = O (6.170)

together with
Al,91

Q: 12 ALDZFk 'Su- +       114,     .    , f' 1" .     =        3 f'FLf·· (6.171)f,        f*        f"
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This completes the proof that
i.*la

r  a                        - di.-,/ .7..eis -\ / -r    / A A. 0

A.= 1 ax       -1      -    .          c 1-x) \ 1-"C+101
(047,+  1/ Fit et. f•- 42&# f.1

(6.172)

0 1                            139
_4-/ r 1 2 /  A= 4 j      ar    x-4- ' (,-'*) C   1  -  *-0 xz)                Cors  19 +     Ottft + 0/43          (6.173)0

is a special case of our general multipion amplitude, as required.

6 j. Spih-Lowering Symmetry

The basic conjecture underlying the present approach is that the

insistence on the symmetric group invariance will ensure for some a (0),

other than the known case a (0)=1, that there will be a generalised

projective gauge group, to allow ghost elimination. Actually, since

there is extra momentum-dependence in the integrand, as is essential

to decouple tachyons, we expect to need an enlarged gauge ggoup, anal-

ogous to the G-gauges of the Neveu-Schwarz dual pion model.

In the·integral representation, we know that the existence·of

these extra gauges should be reflected by a higher symmetry,. ·which we

32.33
shall denote.as spin-lowering symmetry ' (for reasons t0 become

clear later) .  To be explicit, we expect to be able to rewrite. the

amplitude as

A N   =           r     #  1%,  Cv,)-'            1U i.=C  24_ 2 

r                        6         ..4(=77-' G ,)'
3

- -I-
2

.         -1 .-26.'f/'C q) 1      1

9451-·9N-13
3(59.-44 pch.irll.-0  - i        " \4N /

(6.174)

where a,b are.chosen arbitrarily and the primed summation is over. all

permutations of {qiq2··qn-2 = 1,2,3,..,N (excluding a,b).
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While there is no rigorous proof of·this re-writing for general N

we shall convince the reader that it is valid by considering specific

cases. The validity appears to hold for general a, and therefore the

new AN Possesses all of the symmetry properties of the integrand

(symmetric group invariance plus spin-lowering symmetry) of the Neveu-

Schwarz amplitude.

Firstly we consider N=4. There are three inequivalent choices of

a,b whith we may take as (a,b)=(1,2), (1,3) and (1,4). For these three

choices we obtain respectively the three formulae
Ft 44-1 4

A4' =        -)L ->- S S
(6.175)- al,-,    Ct -'5,% -,    (-1 - x-+ %4                 ot     fD

r'1    -04-I    -04 -' r Q+-1 A

A#=       3     474 1, (-I-,0 (   1- 1+ 'e-1                     ae fe (6.176)0

-01 -1 r 441 W
AF =     i'  di,    E- 4-1 (1-1) , 1-3-+ le, U"IA®., (6.177)

Now consider the perfect differential

1                                           4/170=
 od* 4- F %-4 (,_lei.,4 < _ +oe) 3 (6.178)

cl·L L
4+1

B  l                              _ Clk·- & r 1-015-     (  1-- 'C-+ X.1.1
=   1  1'4

k C \-7(.)

0                                                        (6.179)(1(81-!12Eilz31 1
[,4 Fs - 01&14 +   2( 1- 704 1$)1-   -1

r i 06-'I -*s- I / 1 +1  / A 4 \ (6.180)= j dr 7,7 (1 -12) (1 - %+ X.,
1   04 f, -   et, 04)

to see that the first two forms for Azl are equal. The equality of

the third form, involving duBu, follows from the symmetric group

property. Finally note· that, using the symbol E to denote equality

after integration with
DI

-  °64'         a             / - O(s -1 /*
1 +13

1 dic X 6 1-*1 t. 1 - x.+-%9 (6.181)0

\
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we have.the equivalences
A       A A - 1 (4 0 A.\

ols i,  2       REF,    =      04'YA   =       3     ,«% 1'*+  :*6*+ 01»Fu) (6.182)

= +6<P,+ 4F'+ N.F.)+ -4(f,Be-' f#·*- BkfA    (6.183)
-   L r, 8 (6.184)

3   L- rs+   ot* 06 + 44KO
to see that all. three choices (a,b)=(1,2), (1,3), (1,40 lead to the

original· amplitude AZI.    This·is  consistent..with the proposed  spin-

lowering symmetry.

When we discuss the bootstrap condition at N=6, in the following

sub-section, we shall show how spin-lowering symmetry decouples un-

wanted ancestor. and tachyon states., similar to the way they are de-

coupledby G-gauges in the (a=0) Neveu-Schwarz model.

6k'. Bootstrap Consistency

We new consider factorisation at the internal pion pole of A6.

That is, we consider

i. (02* A6) (6.185)
0(,ll-* 0

Later we shall exhibit bootstrap consistency ·for general N, but it

is:instfuctive to study N=6 in detail since the important role of

s4in-lowering symmetry becomes evident.

We·can re-write A in the ferm.

A, =     t-* a., Cv,)-'
V    y -1

- 4      -Tr f (- bi-i   -5

1-     Ir   (2.-,ii'",4        -t (IK.2£.h         .11   l.21- *11                -14 61'j                            Ji=t                LA,

r  J   .  n  11 Coc,1.91 1
1  1 (26- =i.•1 C96    j                        4L  L=l

-(-) 2_ c.-d     (6.186)
<-i trl= Sc ,11,Q394,<lsqb

I Tr (*,-,A
.

(99,_ 94= (99,«*9,»l,-' 40    1
i<j                                       i'1,-161

1
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which is convenient for the discussion of factorisation.

The first of the three square brackets is simply the integrand for

the generalised Euler B function and has, therefore, well-known factor-.

isation properties.

To study the factorisation properties of the second and third

square brackets in A6 we introduce integration variables

1( =      (2-,1 4163 21,23  (6.187)

W =     (4#63 27,40 (6.188)

  =        (2443  4, Q (6.189)

satisfying 0<x,w,y<1 (see Figure 4), and take the limit w+0.  For

the second square bracket we find

0.   r
6

ecor   11- 1   -11'(2,·. Id(*,)*    *6 (11-1 -  9 6(1-x*,6(i- 3+ 3*') (6.190)W-, O L     ,= i

consistent with factorisation, when raised to an arbitrary (non-integer)

power (a/2).

The factorisation of the third and final bracket is·more subtle.

Let us define, in analogy with the N=4 notations,

FJ') .   0-© c 1-X+.e, (6.191)
-1

#11 (A=               f,1 ( ' -A                    .                                                                                                                                         (6.1 9 2 1

 11(*)  =       '    #1 4  (1-
"0 (6.193)

and
1-1

 49 ,       C, - 31 (t- 3+ j. 1
(6.194)

z -1

fK(  2       43  C' -3+ '3
3

(6.195)

#46(31 =   --DF'-5) Cl- 0 + S)-
,

(6.196)

Then we find that
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I     - 461- I ./  \- ((13-1 ./ 4+1

.L     G., A&) = i dic- 3. CRIL) C 1 -X.4. el

0,11,3-6,/I 1 41-0 45--1  /

ft,L,  .i. "6-' (.,-S C 1-3.'.i)    gs,33
(6.197)

where

fc*,3) =    '*0) B,c(3) .51"T.,5  +   P'·cn F.c:) e'*,,6,45

+      ),CM)   f44(3   471'•46 +       f.1(A    56(3   6,«,73, 56

+   f :391 F«(,10,6,1·s,« +  B,(4 Acf) 3,42?,46

+      ,1 (,0  f#4(3D 954,2*,96  +      4(,0  f«(3)* £526,49
+   404 f46CM)6,2,15,46

(6.198)

in which

-

e       .  LIe9,91,9194,9 16-                            (6. 199)9191,4 34*,95<16 W-06

It is convenient now to define

f,2 </O - 1-k       B.3 '21
2- 11                                                                                            (6.2 0 0)

f (; 1  +           - Bvilli'.
(6.201)

41  1-1   =L     -                  2  13 (6.202)

f„ 60   -         ' +      - f'· F"and, similarly       ·Rfli

fs,9 =      1+      br f., (6.203)

2  56

6, 61-   1 + fl  L
(6.204),

2  45- (6.205)

f41,g =           1    +         R. , Brl2  46
We now find, after some algebra, that
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'64*,14,%   =        i. '0,41(,6   +    At.. '. a f/2  % (I- fro

+ ALS.k a ·6. "14 (t-f,J +  RA f,· f.6
\  A 2- p 2_

+ 9(4-·2) <,1 <56  (fa+ frO  -1-  A (1=) t. t'&
(6.206)

With

6,14    =        6/13 .,4    +   1   -f.-f,l (6.207)

Here we notice that p(x,y) will contain terms linear in the

momentum transfer, corresponding to a spin-one ancestor, unless there

is some delicate decoupling mechanism at· work.  Such a decoupling does

occur,  due to spin-lowering symmetry  in  the  form of the equivalences.
A A

04 BIL -     (21, fli  =     043 F.3
(6.208)

and

34,  )45    =       fb,6   F Al    =       42.6
F.,4 (6.209)

This enables us to recombine the ancestor terms in p(x,y)

according to

0., f..   (.%1,0 '0  :s' Fro   +    2.. (44  (2'17.10 '>or f.'s
4                                ;A

+  .1.,  f I.   (2 1,  14  1,6  f.& +       4 f ·3 (2, A.I.,  4& F,(
/4

+  4,3 '21 (Atrio 92.r 845  +   '43 fA'(2.1,iIi) 246 f»4
A                                                    A                           A

+  411:,3  (41..,0 0,6 f'£ +  4 F, CR#t).10 46, F.,
A                                              (6.210)

+  4,3 17,2  (IR 1,  PO  EX.& f44

- (1-  2,0   9,  f,1  tts&  Fs&
By using this relationship we find that
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A

f   €) =
4.. 1,1 ;156 7,6   C 1+ 54193

*41 r       A
+   1 -   C *'= j"  ¢ GKA      *0  (123)  46 fsA

4

-   15    (12* f,-   F·, fs, f.&   +     B, f,; f,*   'i,(f,84
Q :(8+   g      '11.   (11© 0: (40)     +      9  P., fi, Fl  14, Al f,6

- 191
r , Ah\ -\

8 t   42' (/21)  f= f,6 F·6   +     5, f" 09    46 ('SQ) (6.211)

where we defined
e.(2)/\   A       A      A
94      (,23)   =        N.1  f12 f,1  +    dilf'.#1,  +    '/3 Fl. Fa, (6.212)

   .(4*th  =    STO kf,6 + d« 1,6i„+ 246 R,f,6 (6.213)

Now we. may use  the ·perfect. differentials that give vanishing  con-

tribution under the x and y integrals ·respectively. namely

A

W..  i 4    +           .1      'i':,)   (t"s')   -       ·*     1 '11'21 1 „    =
C'"

(6.214)

and

4'L ?"  +  11  e)  0'0 -   .*  4' f,6  46  
0 (6.215)

and thereby deduce. that

Q  1,1 r \  34 0 0 0 1f(A,3, 2 (   c ,+OP)      0'z -Fl'4     -1-   T      '4       k.,21 J  -    -ii:    f'r.11"T/•

0 ((1+21 12,6 1,6  + .1 466'04,6) - I* f,rf,6 F·' )
(6.216)

-
(2. BA    (51,96 1,0 (6.217)

as requirdd for bootstrap consistency:
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This .result holds for any value of a=l-a (0) .  It is. intriging

to notice, however, that if we do not exploit the vanishing perfect

differentials bootstrap consistency gives non-linear constraints on

a, namely the six equations

(/t A»      -      1+ 924/1
(6.218)

ac h- C 1-4.- a s 14/4
2                                                 (6.219)

41/4 -  93
(6.220)

q«'4. q.(7
(6.221)

_7074     -        - 34/F (6.222)

- 1  C-141  --   - C'4/lt (6.223)

These equations have two solutions: (I)a=0 corresponding to

a (0)=a (0)+1/2=1 and, more interesting, (II)a=1/2 corresponding to

a (0)=a (0)+1/2=1/2.  This may indicate to us that the intercept

a (0)=1/2 which'is, of course, physically acceptable may play a special
role in the full factorisation.

We can now examine further how the spin-lowering symmetry works

at N=6 when we write the alternative form

7 6 --1 K h   - 11
IAL =  J 3. a,&  ( vo-'   1    9   ,  G o p 1

.

A     .FT}-6,-,3   (91') j'='    C*«-4) L- 1(49,-,421 *993-44) (6.224)
. L£*4

§98/14
where the sum is over {qiq2q3q4}=1,2,3,4,5,6 (excluding a,b).  For the

factorisation at a123=0 there are six inequivalent ways of choosing

a,b which we may take·.as. (a,b) = (1,4) ; (1,5) ; (1,6) ; (2,5) ; (5,6) ; (4,6) .
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Defining p'(x,y) by 4+1
_411 -1         /

ILL Q., AO f'    dx   , _ 4'- |     C| -x) , 1 -1+ X2)

*el-90 £+i
1 -01%-, -6145 -  I            /

fo 42 7 (1-3, , 1-3+ 39 (6.225)

we find for the first feur cases, respectively

f '<*'5) =        23  f·i (,4    .Dr6 fr& (,1.) - *-     d) 6  =     1.1 4 (6.226)

f ' *'33  =     tti  fi,GI)   046 f'·6 [3) 44   ale =  4 9 (6.227)

fA643)      .       1423    P,3 GO    %2                                            P         a,1 =      17
6 (6.228)ar f49(31 -tjr

f'CA,1   =   3 11,3 r':) 446 f'•6(51  r           a.1  6   = 219
(6.229)

and bootstrap consistency follows at once.

Taking a,b=5,6 one finds

f, (A, 51  =       1,16:)  f'*GA 13..  14 +    4)  f Sl,)f",1,1 -  St. 'i,1 S "i i,31 ]6                 51,1

+     1"F')   Pr,toI bA    Ral r -

Srit,list'111}31
'4391,6 +  * 1 :l 111'liti -

S-Ac'l

F A, , 24 ( 01
+ f.,60146(31 L «'3 026-6 +   2-i 1 56 f 11,143_  S:'51;1sl"i'*111S6' -.  </(6.230)

A

2        56[91    '4=  F„60    Q AS-' r6

+  a fsi (·i) fs,<31 '[  p,6,1 (·1 2. f™ +  f.. ('- #„,1

+f,1 60 (-1 443 + f.,(t-f,0
+  F#(A (4 2, f,z  +  6, 0- 60)3 (6.231)

A

=    21 f'*.(w)  0256 f,& C33 (6.232)
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as required. By a similar calculation, one finds the same result

p'(x,y) corresponding to the choice (a,b)=(4,6).

Thus the residue at the internal pion pole of AA satisfies boot-

strap consistency and further it is independent of the choice of

a,b as expected; these results are consistent with the spin-lowering

symmetry defined by AA=A6.

Note that the higher symmetry is clearly associated with the

tachyon-killing mechanism for the rho trajectory, since the latter is

the primary function of ¢N' which the higher symmetry describes.  We

have also seen how this symmetry decouples unwanted ancestor states.

Both properties support the suggestion that spin-lowering symmetry

provides an extension, of the G-gauges for the a (0)=1 dual pion

model, to other intercepts a (0)01.
.

We have studied N=6 in some detail to learn about spin-lowering

symmetry. Before proceeding to arbitrary N, it is worth noting

some intdrcept-independent properties of the &. . introduced earlier.
1J

for N=6, in the w+0 limit we see that

 34 +  t/3, 0'4,6 -  ,1
(6.233)A                       A24 + 4, + 46 - 043 (6.234)

Ailit + Ot, + 916 = ' >11 (6.235)

and similarly

t, t f- ' 1,0 -  '49                       (6.2,6119 + der +  069 = 446 (6.237)

'k + &16 +  16 = &41 (6.238)

for all intercepts.ap(0)·
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More generally, for any N,.we may check, for example,that

*rr  A--O \ c . 8,
4.          02  4.                                                                    \         1 4. ,1

=

.2      C G b.  b.    +      "   :S.:,1 . 1 )
(6.239)3            i

1-0-4                9*4

= -=

OK + la (6.240)

=  -                             -          (6.241)

for any intercept  a  (0) .

Finally, to provide the promised ptoo:2 f· bootst.rap consistency

for general N, it is simplest to work directly in Koba-Nielsen variables,

as follows.

Condier the pion pole in (pl+P2...+P£)2 of AN and define,

0(ii  =       06.   (   C p,+ P.+... +  Pzf)     0      04 (Sio (6.242)

where i is odd and N is·even. We·wish to consider the limit

L      C,fi. A.)
I                                     "'

049 -40 (6.243)

First note that" the channel variable ul£ is given by

U- <24 ew; 2€, 24+0 (6.244)le -

(2%40-(2it, - @A=0

rq,-  a.)   (2,4 - 21) (6.245)

Consequently if we take as the three fixed values

74=  0            2               1           94" - 60 (6.246))     .2*-1 =   )
and define z£=z then we have the simple: relationship

 All = 86 (6.247)

Now we. define Koba-Nielsen variables for the two sub-systems

by writing (Ists©Xi 2 (6.248)

2( =    V);         (4+1.6 L< N  (§.249)
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Introducing new variables xI' yI corresponding to the intermediate

state, the sub-systems have fixed points

I#.   0 ) X€ = 1) XI 60
(6,250)

,09.= 0, 9)/+1= 1 , '31 (6.251)

respectively.

New consider the full, integral

AN                5     -#  84,     Cv,)-'
&=1

-35,-   C-o' --IL  - A
2

----

8 (99.- <)     7 4-Of•) ,(90#'*942)
)9, |1--l,J 

[      -T   G -- =.,
: f-6-IN

<  N))7"   i#j                                        (6.252)
/    3/

under the·change of variables to the·xi and Yi defined above.

The Jacobian is
14                                 6'\                             N

Tr &% &  ,3 , -
TU  'h,    Dic,S'       Tr  k .   c t. c.,F'

1:1                   1=1              j=t
go \- 0  41'/

N

-IT  '1-1    d,6    * 4-
1

(6.253)
C = €+1

where we have identified x£+1=xI and y£=YI.

Note also that, under· this chghge of variables

IE c %, - *i ,         =       1 C    (1 - I% \    "   1-[  C,£-2 i,
ii  Pu · pi -  2 Fc· I· -  2.p'.. pj

.  1 ,

b *t                                                                             I  f.,9<3. 6 2+1 Z$ 6/iSA,

-F h

TE    ( ' - 'c-, -4 -R    9,
1 IMB

At.     - 1F    2- S'4 021.1
ISYM+Q- i  .  .61- I

(6.254)4+1*M f  N
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22
where V  = P· ·                    '                                   a1

Next.we calculate the leading  term  (in  z)  of the factor  (S l) (z) )2
After some simple algebra we find that

*z                                 6-1                                  /2 ·\al
(%,  89) -/7 K   09 k - *%*.3.-M

11'-.1-3 4=; q/U

< '.-3   I[ (19.- h..f-)
·\   '2

9   -  T  1       &=4,

ft  ' 2 (-   1+  0 (*i) (6.255)
- «4-,th  /

6 -4+,
as required for factorisation.

Finally we must deal with the partial differential operators.

The leading term in z occurs when we take  .(£-1) differentiations

with respect to x-differences (xi-x ).  To see this, we re-write

ikr                                                     '                       A                                  .¢,            1    5     6.1   s    JZ.
-

14-ig -

-6      1(».73 (6.256)

and

A__  = -86 43 A-   4f  4-40 4 4.j 4 N
'A.u-

3(6. -\ -

S (Pr-'30u --5 ' (6.257)

Collecting results, we find that after these differentiations the

leading term in z for the wmplete expression is given by
0 141

AN=   J  IT  1%,   v,(,3- ' 7 G,f  J
.b

4 =1
291- -9<+4

a (79,-40 , C.k- xle,.)

F  Tr CS,-*if " #i  .sr. c,i]«':
L L+j

N

f   --ir   51 i      g, 63)-'        5-    G ,),  *    3                     - - . .   -3.
3<                                     &9€- ' 9*,3

3(yge-'39*.0 #(1 1.-,-396 
cent'd.
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6       -14                                                                                                                                                                  
    -l                                                  1 21+1

 01 82     12-1+ F_ Sit     2(4-11 (4-q.+Ie)    14-* O(2) 

(6.258)-

Now the amplitude was constrdated under the constraint

4%-  0461 - -1  - 1
2- « + 2   =

0 (6.259)

and hence we.have
4,      2.- ae           i3 1L (6.260)

and

e  * Bc  -6  - «+  p'          =             i
(6.261)

This leaves a.simple z integration, which,gives

A     41*,  ' - A -4+i
M       O<Le.e O tle (6.262)

as required for bootstrap consistency.  Note that tho liading

intercept a (0)=aTIO)+1/2 is not constrained·by this requirement.

Summary and Outlook

By the present approach we have been. able to understand from a new

viewpoint the structure·of the ghest-free Born amplitudes, and to make

some progress towards obtaining a realistic model.

It·is quite impossible to foresee how any subject will develop in

the future but we, may recklessly speculate and imagine progress towards

a better theory in.three steps, as follews.

i)  The present multipion amplitude has been shown, to satisfy
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bootstrap consistency and, appears to share·all the symmetries of.the

integrand ef'the unit-intercept dual pion mOdel of Neveu and Schwarz.

The main problem is·to exhibit full factorisation and to examine

whether the symmetries are, sufficient·to ensure ghost elimination for

at  Ieast ; some.value  of the leading intercept other  than  a  (.0)=1.    Td
stddy full factorisatien, .it ·may be pessible te exploit, further the

symmetric group.itself but the.development of an operator formalism

or·a string picture for the·model would·provide the,most rapid solution

to this questien.

ii)  Because of the similarity to the meson sector of the RNS

theory, we may. expect the existence of„a fermion quark sector to thht

35
of Ramend  .  If this ceuld be established, we would. like to construct

baryons·as three-quark. systems, in order to suggest.a Born amplitude

for a precess as complex as, say, pion-nucleen elastic scattering. In

this connection,  we have· discussed above, ene possible link (the" fixed-

point singularities) between meson.amplitudes and three-quark.baryon

amplitudes.

iii)  A third step weuld be te incorperate strangeness, and SU3.
In the meson sector, we.would like to understand, for example, why in,

hddition.to the intercept quantisation a (0)=a1(0)+1/2=1/2 the leading

intercepts for K and K*(890.) satisfy aK*(Q)=aK(0)+1/261/4.

The success of the first of these three steps appears as a pre-

requisite.to the success of the subsequent enlargement of the theory

te include·mere types of hadron. It·is.worth stressing that, although

we have specified an explicit form. for the multipiah amplitude here

based en a criterien ef simplicity, ·it is clear that this amplitude is
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the first of an infinite family that can. be constructed in a similar

way.  A sounder basis for the simplicity assumption is badly needed;

hopefully it will be provided by a further study of the factorisation

properties.

To conclude, the very worthy and exciting objective of a Born

amplitude programme such as that just outlined is to obtain a fuller

understanding, and in principle even a complete theory on a footing

with quantum electrodynamics, of the (mysterious) strong interactions.
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